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Abstract

Introduction
The goal of this paper is to present a model for systems
of situated autonomousagents and to illustrate its application to (distributed) automated deduction. Ferber
(Ferber 1994b) stresses the importance of modelling
how the environment changes when agents arc situated
on it and when, more important, they interact (only)
by means of the environment (as in the case of ants
(Drogoul 1995) or robots picking up samples (Steels
1990)). It is also important to modelize the agents
themselves as autonomous entities.
Notice that the
term "autononmus" is not only related to the autonomy
of the goals of each agent (Ferber 1995) 1, but also

the interpretation of its sensory-motor experience (eL
(Miiller &Rodriguez 1995)). Finally, while describing
the environment and agent dynamics in an independent way, it is important to connect these two aspects
introducing the interactions between the agents and
the environment and between themselves. In particular, the individual and collective behaviours are essentially the emergent effect of these interactions. Ther(~
fore, for studying multiagent issues like cooperation,
we have to describe precisely the nature of these interactions. This paper extends the work presonted in
(Miiller & Pecchiari 1996) in this respect.
Most of the current models for multiagent systems
are based on logical formalisms. An exception is the
approach presented in (Demazeau 1993). Our model
differentiates from this one by the sharp distinction
between the point of view of the external observer, the
point of view of the agent (this is a consequence of
the hypothesis of autonomymentioned above), and the
point of view of the designer who is able to describe
the relationship between these two previous points of
view. This distinction allows us to describe appropriately the difference between a cooperation from an external point of view and a cooperation that is explicit
for the agent (of. (Ferber 1994a)). In this paper we
focus on an external arcount of cooperation. Namely
we will say that a set of agents are cooperating if their
interactions produce a qualitatively new or quantitatively better property. This paper demonstrates the
gain of efficiency when using interacting agents on the
case of automated deduction.
An important problem in the domain of automated
deduction is the development of mechanisms for the
interconnection and integration of (Iifferent theorem
provers. Currently, if we need a prover, there arc only
two (’hoices: implement a new one from scratch, or
atlapt an existing prover to our needs, or more prag-
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1Whenwe say that an agent is an entity, wc mean,
amongother things, ’~that is movedby a collection of tend-

encies (under the formof individual goals nr a satisfaction
fimction,as well as a survival fimction,that this entity tries
to optimize)".

The goal of this paper is to present a modelfor systems
of situated autonomous
agents and to illustrate its application to (distributed) automated deduction. Our
modelis based on a sharp distinction bet~.en the environmentand agent dynamics.In particular, it allows
to express howthe environmentis modified by actions
performedsimultaneously; to formalize in a very general waythe internal activity of an agent in termsof its
decision processes; and, finally, to describe the interactions betweenthe agents and the environment, and
amongthemselves. In the application to automated
deduction, we integrate our model with the concept
of OMRS
(Open Mechanized Reasoning System) (Giunchiglia, Pecchiaxi, & Talcott 1994). This concept
intends to be a first small step towaxdscomplexreasoning systems built by composingexisting modules,
or extended with new modules in a ’~plug and pl~,"
(open) manner. In this setting, the enviromnentconsists of the proof structure, represented as a labelled
graph, built whentrying to prove a conjecture. The
agents, described as OMRSs,
axe situated on the nodes
of this graph and act on its nodesand edges (e.g. they
mayadd newnodes). Someexperimental results based
on a simple exampleare providedin order to illustrate
the potentialities of our approach.
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matically, adapt our needs to the capabilities of this
prover. None of these options is satisfactory considering the current state-of-the-art technology for building
mechanized reasoning systems.

The ultimate goal of the work presented in (Giunchiglia, Pecchiari, &Talcott 1994) is to be able to
specify mechanized reasoning systems that are "open",
i.e. systems that may be easily extended with new
inference procedures in a "plug and play" manner or
combined with other systems without the need to reimplementthem. In order to realize this ultimate goal,
(Giunchiglia, Pecchiari, & Talcott 1994) proposes
specify complex reasoning systems as OMRSs(Open
Mechanized Reasoning Systems). An OMRSconsists
of three components: a logical component, formed by
a reasoning theory, which corresponds in this framework to theclassical
notionof formalsystemandhas
beencompletely
formalized
in (Giunchiglia,
Pecchiari,
& Talcott
1994),a control
component
whichconsists
of
a setof inference
strategies,
andan interaction
componentwhichprovidesan OMRSwiththe capability
of interacting
withothersystems,
including
OMRSs
andhumanusers.The development
of the secondand
thirdcomponents
of thearchitecture
isoneof thelongtermgoalsof theworkpresented
in thispaper(but
cf.(Giunchiglia,
Pecchiari,
& Armando1996)to see
a specification
of thesetwolevels
verydifferent
from
theonepresented
in thispaper).Towards
thisgoal,
we proposeto applyour multiagent
modelconsideringeachOMRSas an agentactingin a reactive
way.
Thismeansthatan agentdoesnot communicate
with
orperceive
explicitly
other
agents
(thisisto guarantee
theopenness
of thearchitecture)
and actsin an environment
consisting
in theproofbeingbuilt.Notice
thattheimportance
of thisapplication
is twofold:
(1)
theapplication
allows
to showtheapplicability
of our
modelto nontrivial
andabstract
problems
(completely
different
fromtheexamples
givenbefore
in therobotic
domain); (2) multiagent systems provide a paradigm
that is very appealing for the implementation of open
reasoning systems.
In this paper, we describe a model for a multiagent
system that aims to be general, based on the distinction amongthe observer/agent/designer points of view
and consisting in the model of the environment (from
the observer point of view), of the agent (from the
agent point of view) and of the interactions inbetween
(from the designer point of view). Wepresent the formalization of cooperative theorem proving problems in
this multiagent model and show some simple experimental results on the effectiveness of using multiagent
systems for such tasks.

Formalization

The formalization we propose has to take into account
the distinction we want to make between the environment and the agents on one hand, and to carefully
describe the interactions between the agents and the
environment and among themselves on the other hand.
Therefore we have to describe two models: 1) the model
of the environment taking into account its topological
structure that allows us to ’~situate" the agents and to
represent the simultaneous actions of the agents seen
as black boxes, 2) the model of the agents describing
their decision process influenced by the perception and
producing commands.Finally we have to describe the
interactions
between the agent and the environment
relating the two models.
The resulting points of view are illustrated in figure
1 in which one can see the clear distinction between
the state of the environment and the perception of the
agent, as well as the distinction between the commands
of the agent and the actual effects on the environment.
This distinction parallels the influence-reaction distinction presented in (Ferber 1994b). The formalization
will use the notation of control theory (Dean & Wellman 1991).
Environment
In order to formalize the environment, we need to take
into account its state x, which contains the agents (as
they are situated and hence part of the environment),
and its dynamics under the influence of the agent actions ~7. ~7 is the array of actions of each agent and allows to take into account simultaneous actions (Ferber
1994b). The dynamics is a function: xt+l = F(xt, Et).
Weassume a dynamics which is both stationary, i.e.
F does not change over time and discrete, hopefully
without loss of generality.
In control theory, this formulation is sufficient. In order to customize our frameworkto multiagent systems,
we have to situate agents in the space. For this reason,
we define a state z as a set of positions (L), with a metrics (M : L x L ~ R), a set of objects (O) including
the agents CAC O), and a function returning the positions on which objects are situated (P : O ~ L). The
topology, the set of objects and their positions change
over time, hence we put indexes on the state and its
components in order to make explicit this dependence
over time: xt = ( Lt, Mt, Ot, Pt }.
This environment model is accessible from the observer’s point of view. In particular, the observer
maycategorize the courses of actions performed by the
agents into behaviours.
M filler
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Figure 1: The different points of view
Agents
An agentis characterized
by itsperception,
commands
anddecision
process.
We haveto distinguish
clearly
betweentheent~ronment
state(x)andtheagentperception
(indicated
withp E P in thefollowing).
The
agentperception
is notonlylocal,but it onlyconsistsof measures.
For example,an agentmay have
an obstacle
in frontof him(froman observer
pointof
view),butan agentequipped
witha distance
sensoris
onlyable to get somemeasureand it may not know
(contrarily
to theobserver)
thatthismeasure
is correlatedto itsdistance
froman obstacle.
In the sameway,onemustdistinguish
betweenthe
commandexecuted
by theagent(c E C) andtheaction
thataffects
theenvironment
(u E U).Forinstance
agentmay decideto changethe speedof its motors
or turnits wheelsfaster(thecommand),
producing
a movementin the environment
(theaction),i.e.
change
of place.It is important
to makethisdistinctionbecause
thecorrelation
between
themdepends
on
the stateof the groundand thewheels,or mayeven
be unrelated
(e.g.if theagentis pushedby another
agent).
In the general case "immediate" perception is not
enough to decide what command to execute and/or
what the next perception will be (markovian hypothesis). As the markovian hypothesis is seldom satisfied, we introduce the notion of internal state s E S
that is assumed to satisfy the maxkovian hypothesis
and a revision process: P x S -4 S. Notice that the
revision process of the internal state mayvary from the
identity function to the most sophisticated process of
knowledgerevision. This formalization spans the space
between reactive agents where S = P to cognitive ones.
The possible commandsdepend on the current internal state. Therefore we have for each internal state
s, the set C(s) of possible commands.Wecall planification the process for the construction of C(s). Notice
that the complexity of this process may vary from a
very simple algorithm looking up data stored in a table
(production rules mechanisms) up to a complex action
planner.
The decision process is usually formalized as a function: 7r : S -4 C. In our formalization, the function
222
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Figure 2: The model of the agents
Ir is further
decomposed
intoan evaluation
functiom
Q(s,c),thatgivesthelongtermutility
of performing
c whentheinternal
stateof theagentiss. Notice
that
Q maybe givenor calculated
by different
decision
theories.Finally,
theexistence
of multiagents
(possibly
heterogeneous)
forces
us to introduce
indexes
foreach
setdefined
above.
Themodelof theagents
so obtained
is illustrated
in figure
2 andformalizes
the.sensorymotor loops available from the agentb point of view.
Interactions
Only the designer can actually describe both the
environment dynamics (taking the place of the observer) and the agent dynamics (taking the place
the agent) but most importantly he is able to relate
these two dynamics by means of interactions.
Three
types of interactions are coming up from the proposed
modehthe environment-agent interactions, the agentenvironment interactions and the agent-agent interactions which occur as a composition of the previous intcractions by the environment dynamics.
The environment-agent interaction implements the
perception process. Perception can depend on the interaction of the agent with the environment. For this
reason we propose to introduce a function depending
on the environment state and the commands of the
agent: Perc : X x C -4 P. This allows in particular
to take into account active perception.
Regarding the agent-environment interaction,
the
distinction
we have done betweencommands(c E C)
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and actions (u E U) is instantiated by a function producing u not only as a function of c, but also of the environment state. Therefore we have: Ezec : X x C -}
U.
Finally, the agent-agent interactions can be deduced
from the interactions mentioned above by means of the
environment dynamics. In particular, the perception
of an agent i at time t is a function of the state of
the environment resulting from the effects of the commands of the other agents (including himself) at time
t - 1. If we isolate the contribution of a particular
agent j, we get:
pi(t)

Perc(
F( z(t- 1),
(..., Ezec(z(t- 1),cj(t-

1))

)),

c (t- 1)).
It would be possible to introduce a specific notation
for agent-agent interactions, but it is not necessary as
the focus of this paper is on interaction through the
environment.

Application
As we mentioned in the introduction,
an OMRSconsists of a logic component(i.e. a reasoning theory),
control component, and an interaction component. We
describe in the next subsection the first component~
The other components are then formalized using our
agent’s model.
Logical

Component

of

an OMRS

Westart introducing the notion of reasoning theory
and then show how a reasoning theory determines a
set of reasoning structures (proof fragments occurring
during the construction of a proof).
A reasoning theory Rth consists of a sequent system and a set of (inference) rules. A sequent system
Ssys is a structure containing a set of sequents, S, assertions or judgements for consideration, and a set of
constraints, C, that allow construction of provisional
derivations (structures that are valid deductions when
certain constraints are met). There is a constraint solving mechanism, ~C_ P~(C) x C (where P~(C) is the
of finite subsets of C), represented abstractly as a consequence relation. Both sequents and constraints can
be schematic and a sequent system also contains a set
of instantiation maps, I, and an application operation,
_ [_], for filling in schemata,that is _ [_] : [S × I -} S]
and _ [_] : [U x I --} C].
aThe material presented in this subsection summarizes
notions and results presented in (Giunchiglia, Pecchiari,
Talcott 1994).

A rule over a sequent system Ssys is a relation
on tuples (called instances) consisting of a (possiblyempty) sequence of sequents (representing the premises
or subgoals of the instance), a sequent (the conclusion
or goal) and a finite set of constraints (the applicability
conditions); that is, a rule is a subset of S* x S x P~ (C).
Furthermore, we pose the requirement that rules must
3be dosed under instantiation.
A reasoning structure rs is a directed labelled graph.
The nodes of rs axe partitioned into two (finite) sets:
sequent nodes and link nodes. The edges of rs go from
link nodes to sequent nodes or from sequent nodes to
link nodes. Each link node has a unique incoming node
(the conclusion or goal) and the outgoing nodes axe
ordered as a sequence (the premises or subgoals). Sequent nodes are labelled by sequents and link nodes
are labelled by justifications. In this paper we consider
only justifications for expressing rule applications (cf.
(Giunchiglia, Pecchiaxi, &Talcott 1994) for other kinds
of justifications), represented by a rule identifier and
set of constraints. Wecall link nodes with such kind
of justifications rule application links. If In is a rule
application link of a reasoning structure rs we require
that there exists an instance of the rule whoseidentifier
is in the label of In, such that its premises and conclusion arc equal to corresponding sequcnts labelling the
premises and conclusion of In, and its constraints may
be satisfied (under ~) assuming the constraints in the
label of In. For the sake of simplicity, in the following
we do not consider rule application links with unsatisfied constraints. In this simplified framework, we may
consider a reasoning structure as a graph whose nodes
are sequent nodes and whose edges link premises of an
inference step to its conclusion.
A reasoning structure is a derivation, of a conclusion sequent from a set of assumption sequents, if it
represents a traditional proof figure.
Multiagent

Formalization

The multiagent formalization requires the definition of
the environment, the agents and the interactions. We
consider each OMRS
as a reactive agent which contributes to develop the proof of the theorem submitted to
the OMRS
community. Therefore it is natural to define
the environment as the reasoning structure being constructed. Intuitively, the sequents to manipulate are
objects situated in the environment, i.e. in the sequent nodes of the reasoning structure considered, and
the agents walk on sequent nodes choosing whether to
produce new sequent nodes (and the corresponding seSin (Giunchiglia, Pecchiari, &Talcott 1994) it is shown
howparticular rules, called bridge rules, maybe used to
interconnect
different
reasoning
theories.
Mfiller
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Figure3: An OMRSseen as an agent

quents)
or to continue
to walkon otherplaces.
Environment
At each instantof time,the environmentstatext = {Lt,AIt,Ot,Pt}
is represented
as
a reasoning
structure
of thegivenreasoning
theory.
In thiscontext,
theset of positions
L corresponds
to the setof sequentnodes.We definethedistance
betweentwo nodesd(li,lj)
as the minimalnumberof
edgesneededto reachlj fromli (butof coursewe
couldprovide
manyotherdefinitions
forthedistance
between
twonodes).
Themetrics
hl is trivially
defined
fromthisnotionof distance.
TheobjectsO aresequents
labelling
nodes,
forwhichtheposition
doesnot
change,and the OMRSs which move on the nodes.
Thefunction
P providing
theposition
of cachobjcct
is determined
in eachinstant.
We havenowto describe
thearray~ of theactions
performed
by eachagent.Fromtheobserver’s
pointof
view,an OMRSmay:do nothing(butnoticethatits
internal
structure
may change);
moveto othernodes
(following
a pathdetermined
by theedgesof thereasoningstructure);
create
newnodesor newedges(startingfromthenodewhereit is positioned).
AgentsThegeneralstructure
of an agental E A described
in theprevious
section
maybe naturally
integratedwiththethreeOMITSlayers(seefigure3):the
reasoning theory component provides tile logical capabilities of the agent, i.e. the sequents and the rules
that the agent is able to manipulate, the control component defines the inference strategies that the agent
uses for deciding what the possible commandsare and
the interaction component provides the perception of
the environment and decides which commandto perform. W.r.t. the last component, we ha~ to define
the perception, internal state, commands,and decision
process of an agent.
The perception p E P and internal state s E S of an
224
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agentdependon theproblem
to solve.
In ourcase,the
perception
consists
ofa setofobjects
corresponding
to
sequents
andfragments
of theproof,possibly
filtered
according
to thenatureof theagent(i.e.according
to theobjects
in itsreasoning
theory),
anda measure
related
to themetrics
defined
on theenviromnent
(e.g.
thedistazlce
of theagentfromtheobjects
perceived).
Onlytheobje.cts
uptoa certain
distaalcc
areperceived.
Finally,
theinternal
state
is thesameastheperception.
The internal
stateand controlcoinponent
of the
agentdefinetheset of possible
commands
C(s):the
commands
whoseeffectis to modifytheperceived
objects,andcommands
formovingtowards
a certain
perceivcd
object
whentherelative
distance
isgreater
than
0. The agentassociates
to eachpossible
commanda
number
Q(s,c) thatdepends
on theutility
of tilecommandin thecurrent
context.
In general,
if we tryto
obtaina certain
quantitative
performance,
e.g.we try
to minimize
thelengthof theproofor to produce
the
lesscomplicate
proof,theevaluation
function
hasto
takeintoaccount
thesecriteria
according
to thelocal
perspective of tile agent (as it is mentionedill (Ghedir~t
1995) about the distributed optimization and ill the
commentsin the conclusion).
Finally, the agent has to choose a comniand on the
basis of this evaluation. If the agent is strictly ratiomd,
it chooses one of the commandswith the best evaluation. However,if each agent always executes tile best
command,the global result may" not be effective. In
such situations it is better to exploit the synergy of
actions performed by all the agents (where the global
result may be very good, but this effectiveness is not
perceived locally by the agents). A possil)le, sohltion
to choose a commandwith a probability proportional
to its evaluation. In the following we use a fixctl distribution.
Interactions
Regarding the environment-agent interactions, notice that an agent does not directly perccive the modification of the proof structure, but only
the effects on its perception (e.g. the modification of
relative distances and the set of perceived sequents).
Weassume that an agent does not perceive the other
agents but an agent may hide or modify sequents to
the other agents. Regarding the agent-environment
interactions, notice that the execution of a command
produces tile obvious effects on the environment. For
instance the commandsmodifying the objects possibly
introduce new nodes or new arcs in the reasoning structure. The conflicts arising from simultaneous actions
are solved by the environment and not by some form
of negotiation. For example, if two agents are moving simultaneously to the same place, tile environment determines which of them will actually move.
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Agent-agent interactions occur naturally from the composition of environment-agent interactions and agentenvironment interactions.
Some

Experimentations

In this section we consider the theoretical model proposed by Colmerauer in (Colmerauer 1982). The goal
of this model is to provide a formal account of the logic underlying Prolog II interpreters when they do not
perform the occur-check test. Wehave chosen this example because it allows us to represent in a natural
and open way the combination of agents performing
different forms of reasoning. In particular, it is easy to
combine equational reasoning (and inequations) with
resolution reasoning as in Prolog II, and to also add
treatment of numerical inequations and boolean equations as in Prolog III (Colmerauer 1990).
In order to present the structure of an OMRS,it is
sufficient to specify the internal structure of an agent,
i.e. its reasoning theory and its reasoning strategy. We
conclude this section applying our multiagent formalization to a simple generate and test example.

where F is the set of constraints {sol(~’q O {t: = So})}
and (So,{sl,...,sp})
is an element of th (to be precise, we should makeexplicit the fact that the variables
So,... sp have to be renamed to avoid name clashing).
The rule qed is used to conclude the proof when there
are no more terms in the current sequent and its equations are solvable:
th I-r i0, eq ) Iqed, {sol(~"q )})
Notice that these rules are presented in the classical forward form, i.e. from premises to conclusion.
However, our notion of rule is adirectional and in the
following this rules are applied in a backwardway.
In the experiments showed below, we have introduced an observing agent which decides whether the
proof attempt is terminated.
A Simple
35O00

Generate

and Test

Example

ONE
AGENT
EQU/M.-OIFF
PROBABII
mf FORACTIONS,
MEDIAN,
100 SNMPLF-~
EQU~&
PROB
DELNODES
--P-.
DIFFPROB
100.B..
DIFFPROB
1000~w---

3000025000-

Prolog

II

as a Reasoning

Theory

Before introducing the reasoning theory for Prolog II,
Rt]~pr , we need to introduce some technical preliminaries. In the following we assume that F is a set of
function symbols and V is an (enumerable) set of variables, and we define the set of terms T from F and V
in the usual way. A substitution as is a partial function from V to T. Anequation is a pair of terms is, t)
written s = t. Wesay that a substitution as is a solution of the equation s = t if applying as to s and t,
we obtain the same term. This definition is naturally
extended to a set of equations ~q.
Let us now define the sequent system S$~tSpr.
The
sequents of SSy$pr , called r-sequents, have the form:
th Fr ~,~q),
where th is a set of objects it, t ) (representing the
formula (A~’ t) -* t~), and t and ~/ are respectively
a finite set oi terms and equations.
There is only one kind of constraint in SSySpr, i.e.
sol(~"q ) This constraint is satisfied whenthere is a solution of ~"q.
Weintroduce below the Rthpr rules. The rule res
expresses in our setting the application of a resolution
step:

m

1~11o-

,m
- .......... ---::~::"v-’:.~.~’-.
3
3.5
4

................
4.5
# LENGTH
OFTHELIST

"~::"’:-’"-"
5
515

"6

Figure 4: Experiments with one agent
We applytheaboveformalization
to theclassical
problemofsorting
theelements
ofa list(containing
distinct
naturalnumbers).
We haveto definean appropriate
theory
th.Theelements
of th are(using
thesyntaxof
Edimbourgh
Prolog):

(select(X,[XIL],
L),¢)
Iselcct( X, L1, L2), {select(X, [YIL1], [YIL2])})
(perm(L1, [XIL2]), {select(X, L1, L3), porto(L3, L2)})
(perm(nil, nil),
(ordered([X]), O)
(ordered([Xl[Y]L]]), {less ( X, Y), ordered([YIL]) })
Isort(L, L1), {perm(L, L1), ordered(L1)})

thI-~ ({s~,..,Sp,~,.., ~},~qu{tl = so})

(res,~)

At the beginning, the environment will contain only
a sequent node labelled by a sequent whose form is
MiiUer
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th t-r ({sorted(L, L1)},0), where L is a ground term
representing a list and L1 is a variable.
Notice that th represents, when interpreted in a
Prolog-like fashion, a generate and test algorithm that
"randomly" generates permutations of the list and then
checks whether they are ordered. When a list has
length n, there are n! permutations of this list to consider using this method. The combinatorial complexity of this formulation is therefore well-suited to test
the performance of a multiagent system with different
strategies.
Experiments
with a Single r-agent
Westart with the simple case. of a single r-agent. At
each instant, the r-agent has two possibilities: movetowards a perceived sequent or apply a rule (adding the
corresponding edges and nodes). We assume that an
agent has no internal state, so there are two things we
may vary: the perception of the agent and the evaluation function Q(s, c). Wehave measured the performance of the agent w.r.t, the number of executed commands performed to obtain a proof. Wehave chosen
the following experiments.
1. The agent perceives the immediate neighbor sequents (the subgoals generated from the current sequent azzd the goal from which the current sequent
was generated) and the sequent on which the agent
is situated, and Q(s, c) is the same for all c (case
EQUAL FROB).
2. The agent may see only nodes which are not completely expanded and Q(s, e) is the same for all c
(ease DEL NODES). This is obtained with marks
added by the r-agent when he is situated on a node
for which there are no more rules to apply and its
descendants (subgoals) have been completely expanded. Notice that this means that the agent may distinguish its descendants from the other nodes, e.g.
its parent node.
3. The agent may see only nodes not completely expanded and Q(s,c) is c~ times greater for a node
expansion (application of a rule) than for a movement, where a is 100 and 1000 (case DIFF PROB
100 and DIFF PROB1000, respectively).
The results are reported in figure 4 where tile x-axis
corresponds to the length of the list and the y-axis
corresponds to the median of the number of commands
executed by the agent in 100 samples. Notice that the
global performance is very bad in the EQUALPrtOB
case. For instance for a list of length 5, the median
value is more than 30000. A simple modification of tile
agent perception produces a very relevant effect (case
226
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DELNODES).
Finally, it is interesting to observe that,
when a tends to infinite, the performance tends to be
the same of a PROLOG-likedepth-first approach (case
DIFF PROB 100 and DIFF PROB 1000).
Experiments

with

Multi

r-agents
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Figure 5: Experiments with multiagents
Let us nowincrease the number of agents and see what
happens. Wewant to study the total number of actions, that is the total effort of a multiagent system
according to the numberof agents. Lookingat the first
expe, riments wc have observed that there are agents
which are blocked (situation
with DEADLOCK).
Art
agent is blocked when there are no rules to apply to
the current sequent and all the neighborhoods are occupied by other agents. Therefore we have considered
the following situations:
1. all the actions have equal priority with blocking (case
EQUAL PROB DEADLOCKS);
2. all the actions have equal priority with correction of
blocking
(case EQUALPROB NO DEADLOCKS);
3. the actions for adding
100 times greater that
of blockings
(case
and without correction
DEADLOCKS).

new nodes have an evaluation
the others, with correction
PROB 100 NO DEADLOCKS)
of blocking (case PROB100

The correction of blocking is obtained as follows.
Whenan agent is blocked it is put on the root node of
the proof.
The results are shown in figure 5. The number
of steps takes into account the possibility of simultaneous actions. Therefore the number of steps corresponds to the number of instants in the formula:
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Figure 6: Numberof steps with multiagents

Zt+l= F(xt,~).
Noticethatin generaltheperformonceimproves
as thenumberof agentsincreases.
Intuitively,
thishappens
because
occupied
nodesareinvisible
andso thereis a natural
tendency
todivide
the
workamongthe agents.
Figure5 showsthatthecorrection
of blockages
improves
quitea lottheglobal
performance.
Nevertheless
thisis notsufficient
to reachtheperformance
of the
strategy
privileging
nodeexpansions.
Finally,
notice
thattable6 showsthatwe do notobtaintheoptimal
performance,
i.e.division
of numberof stepsforthe
numberof agents,even in case case PROB 100 NO
DEADLOCKS.

Conclusionsand future work
In this paper we have presented a model for systems
of situated autonomous agents and we have showed
the importance of distinguishing between the agents’
point of view and the observer’s point of view, of formalizing the interaction between the agents and the environment and, of situating the agents in the space
in order to enrich the possibilities of interaction and
therefore of cooperation. The first two points have
been used to formalize properly a nmltiagent system
for automated deduction. The third point has been
used to situate agents in the proof. This allowed us
to obtain a substantial improvement of performance
by augmenting the number of agents without changing
the implementation of the agents. This model opens
up a lot of possibilities for the study of interactions
and for discovering the limits we may go without an
explicit communication between agents.
The link between OMRSand multiagent systems
really seems appealing towards the definition of open
reasoning systems. Actually, our approach allows flexibility in manydirections: in the strategy utilized, in
the number of agents, in the kind of agents, and in
theproblems
considered.
In oursimplecase,we have
started
exploring
thefirsttwokindsofflexibility.
The
otherpoints
areleftforfuture
work.
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